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ABSTRACT

The four experiments reported here tested the impact of recent negative events on decision-making.

Participants were given a virtual budget to spend on crops of varying costs and payoffs that, in some cases,

depended on drought conditions. Participants made 46 decisions based on either deterministic or probabilistic

seasonal climate predictions. Participants experienced a sequence of droughts either immediately prior to the

target trials (recent condition) or early in the sequence (distant condition). In experiment 1, participantsmade

overly cautious crop choices when droughts were experienced recently. Subsequent experiments probed the

cognitive mechanisms involved. The effect of recency on overcautiousness was reduced by a midexperiment

message, although it did not matter whether the message described a changed or consistent venue and time

period. This suggests that overcautiousness was not caused by deducing a climatic trend in the particular area.

Instead, we argue that availability—events that are easier to recall are judged to be more likely—was the

major cause for increased cautiousness following recent droughts. Importantly, probabilistic predictions at-

tenuated the impact of recency, inspired greater trust, and allowed participants to make better decisions

overall than did deterministic predictions. Implications are discussed.

1. Introduction

To what degree are people’s decisions about the fu-

ture influenced by recent past events? For instance, are

we more cautious after a recent negative experience?

There are some prominent examples suggesting that

this is the case. For instance, Hurricane Rita, occur-

ring shortly after the historically destructive Hurricane

Katrina, generated one of the largest hurricane evacu-

ations in U.S. history. The response was twice what was

anticipated by area evacuation plans and led to massive

traffic jams and travel delays posing additional risks

(Zhang et al. 2007). However, systematic studies of re-

sponses following major weather events are less con-

clusive. There is some evidence that purchasing flood

insurance increases immediately following a flood event

but declines after about 3 years if no additional floods

are experienced (Atreya et al. 2015). However, survey

studies of decisions to evacuate or seek shelter in the

face of severe weather show mixed results. Among

respondents in affected areas, past experience can either

increase, decrease, or have no influence on protective

decisions (Huang et al. 2015; Lazo et al. 2015; Lindell

2012). This may be because of the great variability in

past experience of respondents, including differences in

outcome (perceived hit or false alarm), recency, inten-

sity, and frequency of past experience with severe

weather. Although some have argued that these prob-

lems can be at least partially overcome with better

measurement techniques (Demuth 2018), here we take

an experimental approach, holding these critical factors

constant. Therefore, the first goal of the research re-

ported here was to determine whether people make

more cautious decisions following recent negative

events in a controlled experimental setting.

Indeed, there is very little experimental research to

support the impact of recent events on subsequent de-

cisions. One exception is a line of research that com-

pares learning about event likelihood from experience

to learning from description. Although it does not speak

to the recency question directly (nor was it designed to

do so), it shows that people tend to underweight small

probability events, for example, a 10% chance, when

learning from experience as compared to description,

because participants are less likely to have experienced

rare events recently (Hertwig et al. 2004). In other
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words, this work suggests that people use event recency

(or lack thereof in this case) to judge overall event

likelihood.

A similar mechanism may underlie the hypothesized

effect of overcautiousness following recent negative

events. When they have experienced a negative event

recently, people may assume that similar events are

more likely to occur in the future. This is not a new idea

and has been described as a form of attribute substitu-

tion (Kahneman and Frederick 2002). In such cases,

people may substitute a computationally easier answer

(recency) for a more accurate but computationally dif-

ficult answer (likelihood).

There are at least two broad cognitive mechanisms by

which this might occur. The effects of recency could

arise from an intuitive judgment in which the ease with

which recent events are retrieved from memory (e.g.,

hurricane or flood) is automatically attributed to higher

likelihood of such events, known as the availability

heuristic (Kahneman et al. 1982). Alternatively, infer-

ring likelihood from recency in natural settings might

also stem from the conscious judgment that recent

events are the beginning of a trend of increased likeli-

hood for such events that will extend into the future.

Therefore, the second goal of the research reported here

was to shed light on the psychological mechanism to

which the hypothesized effect of recency on decision-

making is attributable.

The third goal of this research was to test whether

providing explicit uncertainty information reduces any

undue impact of recency on decision-making. If recent

events distort people’s perception of the likelihood of

future events, it may cause them to make less optimal

decisions. If so, then providing information about the

actual likelihood of such events might reduce the impact

of recency. Indeed, our own research suggests that

people can understand and use explicit numeric un-

certainty information to make better decisions than

when deterministic forecasts alone are used (Joslyn

and LeClerc 2012, 2013). In addition, probabilistic

estimates appear to increase trust in the forecast and

counteract the effect of recent false alarms on subse-

quent decisions. Participants were more willing to

comply with warnings following false alarms when

likelihood information was provided than when it was

not (LeClerc and Joslyn 2015). In another experiment,

participants thought floods were more likely and ex-

pressed greater concern when the same number of

floods was experienced recently as compared to the

more distant past. However, this effect disappeared

when participants were given numeric flood proba-

bilities (Grounds et al. 2018). Thus, there is reason to

believe that providing explicit likelihood information

may reduce a cognitive bias resulting from recency

that impacts decision-making.

Therefore, the four experiments reported here

tested the effect of event recency and explicit uncer-

tainty information on participants’ decisions in a

laboratory-based seasonal climate task concerning

drought. Experiment 1 sought to establish the effect

of recency on decision-making by systematically ma-

nipulating when droughts occurred while holding

constant drought frequency. Experiments 2–4 were

designed to uncover the cognitive mechanisms by which

the recency effect operated.

2. Experiment 1

a. Method

1) PARTICIPANTS

A total of 208 University of Washington psychology

students (51% female) participated for course credit.

The mean age was 19.26 years old (SD 5 1.62).

2) PROCEDURE

Participants performed a computer-based crop choice

task based on seasonal climate predictions. After pro-

viding informed consent and demographic information,

they read instructions on the computer while the ex-

perimenter read the same instruction aloud. Each

participant assumed the role of an international agri-

cultural consultant hired by farmers to give advice on

which crops to plant based on seasonal climate pre-

dictions. In this simplified task, there were two possible

crops. The risky crop cost $100 to plant and yielded

$300 in nondrought conditions and $0 in drought. The

riskless crop cost $200 dollars but yielded $300 re-

gardless of whether drought was observed. In this

simplified scenario, there were only two possible out-

comes: drought or no drought.

Each participant received a virtual budget of $1,000.

Advice given to farmers had both costs and benefits that

impacted the budget. An amount equivalent to the per

acre cost of the crop advised was subtracted from the

budget. An amount equivalent to the per-acre profit

based on the outcomewas added to the budget. The goal

was to end the 46 trials with the highest possible budget.

On each trial, representing a different hypothetical

farmer advisee, participants received a prediction, de-

cided which of the two crops to advise, and rated how

much they trusted the prediction on a drop-down menu

that included six options ranging from ‘‘not at all’’ to

‘‘completely.’’ They next rated how concerned they

were about the possibility of future drought on a drop-

down menu that included six options ranging from ‘‘not
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at all’’ to ‘‘extremely.’’ Immediately after concern rat-

ings, participants were informed of the outcome. The

budget, shown on the screen at all times, was updated

by subtracting crop costs and adding profits as soon as

they occurred. Finally, participants were debriefed and

thanked for their participation.

3) STIMULI

There was a total of seven droughts that occurred in

sequence in the first half of trials. For half the partici-

pants, the drought sequence occurred in trials 16–22

(recent condition); for the other half, it occurred in trials

2–8 (distant condition). See Table 1 for trial character-

istics. The second half of trials (24–46) were considered

the target trials on which the impact of the manipula-

tions was measured. In the second half of trials there

were also seven droughts interspersed throughout in

an identical order for all participants. Thus, the total

number of droughts as well as the total droughts in the

first half was identical for all participants, effectively

holding drought frequency constant (droughts occurred

on 30% of trials). In addition, there was an equal num-

ber of misses (no drought predicted but drought oc-

curred), false alarms (drought predicted but did not

occur), hits (drought predicted and occurred), and cor-

rect rejections (drought not predicted and did not occur)

in the first and second halves of trials and for all

participants.

Drought predictions were presented in two formats.

Half the participants in each condition (recent or dis-

tant) were simply informed of whether or not drought

was predicted for that region, for example, ‘‘In region

2, drought is predicted.’’ This will be referred to as

the deterministic prediction because it implies a single

outcome. The other half of participants was informed

of the percentage chance for drought, for example,

‘‘there is a 40% chance of drought’’ (probabilistic).

Thus, participants were divided into four different

groups (recent-deterministic, recent-probabilistic, distant-

deterministic, distant-probabilistic).

Probabilistic predictions ranged from a 10% chance to

a 60% chance of drought, in 10%-chance increments. The

percentage likelihoods for droughts were reliable, such

that the observed frequency (e.g., 10% of trials resulted

in drought) matched the prediction (e.g., 10% chance).

However, it is important to note that the underlying

probability of drought was the same in both format con-

ditions on any given trial. In other words, although they

represent two different kinds of predictions, they were

based on the same underlying information.1

TABLE 1. Drought predictions and outcomes by recency and prediction format in first half of trials.

Farmer client

Recent drought condition Distant droughts condition

Probabilistic Deterministic Observation Probabilistic Deterministic Observation

1 30 No No 30 No No

2 20 No No 60 Drought Drought

3 20 No No 50 Drought Drought

4 40 Drought No 40 Drought Drought

5 20 No No 30 No Drought

6 30 No No 10 No Drought

7 40 Drought No 50 Drought Drought

8 10 No No 20 No Drought

9 10 No No 10 No No

10 60 Drought No 60 Drought No

11 10 No No 10 No No

12 50 Drought No 50 Drought No

13 30 No No 30 No No

14 20 No No 20 No No

15 10 No No 10 No No

16 60 Drought Drought 20 No No

17 50 Drought Drought 20 No No

18 40 Drought Drought 40 Drought No

19 30 No Drought 20 No No

20 10 No Drought 30 No No

21 50 Drought Drought 40 Drought No

22 20 No Drought 10 No No

23 30 No No 30 No No

1We focus on this probability range because it is of particular

interest in the weather domain where, due to costly adverse out-

comes, protective action is often required when the probability of

the event is less than 50%.
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The economically optimal strategy in this task was to

choose the riskless crop whenever the percentage chance

of drought was greater than 33% and to choose the risky

crop otherwise (see Table 2). This is because, at 33%

chance of drought, the profit of the riskless crop ($100) is

greater than the expected value of the risky crop. The

theoretical expected value of choosing the risky crop on

any trial is, (12 p[drought])3 $3002 $100. Therefore, if

there were a 34% chance of drought, the expected profit

would be, (12 0.34)3 $300)2 $1005 $98. See Table A

in the online supplemental material showing the perfor-

mance (i.e., budget chance and balance) of a hypothetical

participant making crop choices based on the aforemen-

tioned decision rule.

Although those in the deterministic condition did not

see the probability of drought, the predictions they were

given followed this decision rule. That is, drought was

not predicted when the underlying percentage chance of

drought was less than 33% (in practice less than 30%

because only 10% increments were used) and droughtwas

predicted when the probability was 40% or greater. Thus,

although those in the deterministic condition received less

specific information, it was, in a sense, the optimal infor-

mation because it was economically advantageous to

choose the riskless, drought resistant crop whenever

drought was predicted. Notice that, as with many adverse

weather events, cautiousness is required here at a rela-

tively low chance of occurrence. That is because the po-

tential negative consequences of the event far outweigh

the cost of protection (this riskless crop in this case).

4) DESIGN

A 23 2 complete factorial design was used with two

between-group independent variables: recency (re-

cent vs distant) and prediction format (deterministic

vs probabilistic). Participants were randomly assigned

to one of the four resulting conditions.

5) HYPOTHESES

We expected participants in the recent condition to be

more concerned and more cautious in their subsequent

crop choices than those in the distant condition, leading

to suboptimal risk-averse decisions (choosing the riskless

crop when the risky crop was economically advanta-

geous), and yield a lower mean expected value. We ex-

pected participants receiving probabilistic predictions to

express higher trust in the prediction,make decisionswith

higher expected value, and to be less influenced by re-

cency than participants receiving deterministic forecasts.

6) RESULTS

To determine the impact of recency and prediction

format, we calculated four dependent variables: themean

percent of trials upon which the riskless crop was chosen

(cautiousness), the mean expected value, the mean con-

cern rating, and the mean trust rating. These were sub-

mitted to separate 23 2 between-group ANOVAs using

and alpha level of 0.05. Recency (recent vs distant) and

prediction format (probabilistic vs deterministic) were

the independent variables.

(i) Cautiousness

In support of our hypotheses, participants in the recent

condition chose the riskless crop on a significantly larger

proportion of trials (mean M 5 0.43, SD 5 0.15) than

participants in the distant condition (M 5 0.38, SD 5
0.18), F(1, 204) 5 4.38, p 5 0.038 (Cohen’s D 5 0.29).

Participants with probabilistic predictions chose the

riskless crop on a significantly smaller proportion of trials

(M5 0.38, SD50.15) than participants with deterministic

predictions (M 5 0.43, SD 5 0.18), F(1, 204) 5 4.61, p 5
0.03 (Cohen’s D 5 0.3). The interaction between recency

andprediction format did not reach significance.All groups

chose the riskless crop more often than was optimal (0.35),

suggesting an overall tendency to be risk averse (see Fig. 1).

(ii) Expected value

To determine whether decision quality was impacted,

we examined expected value. Each decision was assigned

TABLE 2. Expected profits associated with the risky crop and the

riskless crop.

P(drought)

Expected profit

Risky crop Riskless crop

10% $170 $100

20% $140 $100

30% $110 $100

40% $80 $100

50% $50 $100

60% $20 $100

FIG. 1. Effects of recency and drought prediction format on

riskless crop choice in experiment 1. The optimal proportion of

trials on which to choose the riskless crop is marked by the hori-

zontal black line. The columns include standard error bars.
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either the expected value of the risky crop it if was chosen

or $100 if the riskless crop was chosen. Then a mean was

calculated for each participant. Participants with prob-

abilistic predictions made decisions with significantly

higher mean expected value (M 5 $122.15, SD 5 $5.29)

than participants with deterministic predictions (M 5
$115.72, SD 5 $8.66), F(1, 204) 5 41.63, p , 0.001

(Cohen’s D 5 0.9), suggesting that having explicit un-

certainty information helped them to make better deci-

sions (see Fig. 2). However, neither the effect of recency

nor the interaction between recency and prediction for-

mat reached significance.

(iii) Concern

Participants with deterministic predictions had sig-

nificantly higher mean concern ratings (M5 3.26, SD5
1.07) than participants with probabilistic predictions

(M 5 2.98, SD 5 0.71), F(1, 204) 5 5.06, p 5 0.03

(Cohen’s D 5 0.31). Neither the effect of recency nor

the interaction between recency and prediction format

reached significance.

To better understand this unanticipated effect of

prediction format on concern, we categorized the 46

trials into those in which drought was (probability .
30%) and was not predicted (probability # 30%) to

which we refer as ‘‘drought prediction category.’’ A

mixed-model ANOVA with prediction format as the

between-group variable and drought prediction cate-

gory as the within-group variable revealed that partici-

pants were significantly more concerned when drought

was predicted (M 5 3.5, SD 5 0.95), than when it was

not (M5 2.86, SD5 0.91), F(1, 206)5 95.31, p, 0.001

(Cohen’s D 5 1.36). Importantly, prediction format in-

teracted with drought-prediction category, F(1, 206) 5
11.76, p 5 0.001 (Cohen’s D 5 0.48). When drought was

predicted, participants had similar mean concern ratings

regardless of prediction format (probabilistic: M 5 3.54,

SD 5 0.76; deterministic: M 5 3.49, SD 5 1.11).

However, when drought was not predicted, partici-

pants with probabilistic predictions expressed lower

concern (M 5 2.64, SD 5 0.74) than those given de-

terministic predictions (M5 3.08, SD5 1.02), t(206)5
3.59, p , 0.001 (Cohen’s D 5 0.5; see Fig. 3).

(iv) Trust

Unexpectedly, recency effected trust such that par-

ticipants in the recent condition trusted predictions

significantly less (M 5 3.21, SD 5 1.0) than did partici-

pants in the distant condition (M 5 3.53, SD 5 1.0),

F(1, 204)5 5.51, p5 0.02 (Cohen’sD5 0.33). Although

participants gave probabilistic predictions higher trust

ratings (M 5 3.49, SD 5 1.0) than deterministic pre-

dictions (M 5 3.24, SD 5 1.0), this difference was only

marginally significant, F(1, 204)5 3.5, p5 0.06 (Cohen’s

D 5 0.26).

b. Discussion for experiment 1

In this laboratory-based experiment in which the

overall rate of previous droughts was held constant, we

found that the recency of drought caused users to make

significantly more cautious choices in subsequent trials

suggesting that they believed that future droughts were

more likely. Granted there are many important dif-

ferences between this laboratory-based experiment

and real-world weather-related or seasonal climate

decisions, including the magnitude of the conse-

quence, the time frame and the surrounding circum-

stances. Nonetheless, it is important to note that in

this experimental setting in which the critical extra-

neous variables were held constant, it is clear that

recent events have a significant effect on subsequent

decisions.

There are at least three psychological mechanisms

that could account for this effect. It could simply be that

droughts were more salient or available to participants’

in the recent condition. If so, the process by which

FIG. 2. Effects of recency and drought prediction format on ex-

pected value in experiment 1. The optimal expected value ($126) is

marked by the horizontal black line. The columns include standard

error bars.

FIG. 3. Effects of drought prediction and drought prediction

format on concern in experiment 1. The columns include standard

error bars.
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recency works may be largely unconscious. Ease of re-

trieval may automatically be taken as an indication of

increased likelihood. Indeed, ease of retrieval is often

due to increased frequency and can therefore be a valid

indication of increased likelihood (Kahneman et al.

1982). However, in this case the number of previous

droughts in the recent and distant conditions was

equivalent. Therefore, if availability accounts for in-

creased cautiousness in this paradigm it is due to the

recency with which droughts were experienced alone.

An alternative, although not mutually exclusive, ex-

planation for the increased cautiousness observed here

is that participants in the recent condition made a con-

scious assessment that the region for which they were

providing advice had experienced a shift in climate

making it especially drought prone. For that reason, they

opted to be more cautious.

A third possible explanation is that in the recent

condition, increased cautiousness was the result of lack

of trust in the prediction. Recall that there was lower

trust in the recent as compared to the distant condition.

Although overall accuracy (as well as the number of

misses and false alarms) in the first half of trials was the

same in recent and distant conditions, the predictions in

the recent-drought condition resulted in three misses

immediately preceding the second half of trials. Perhaps

this reduced trust and led to overcautiousness. Experiment

2 was conducted to evaluate these three explanations.

Regardless of the cause of overcautiousness, it is

important to note that the deleterious effect was at-

tenuated by probabilistic predictions. Participants with

probabilistic predictions were less overcautious, had

a higher expected value, and reported better cali-

brated concern than did participants with determin-

istic predictions.

3. Experiment 2

To distinguish between the three possible explana-

tions for overcautiousness in the recent condition of

experiment 1, we conducted a second experiment.

Halfway through experiment 2, after trial 23, partici-

pants were informed that subsequent (target) trials

would take place 5 years later and in a different geo-

graphic region from the previous trials. If the effect of

recency was due to participants reasoning that their

advisees were in a drought-prone region, the change in

time and place should diminish the effect and decrease

the difference in cautiousness between the distant and

recent groups. Our prediction regarding the impact on

trust was less clear. Change in location may also at-

tenuate the impact on trust because participants in the

recent condition may reason that the prediction for the

new regionmight bemore accurate. If, on the other hand,

the effect of recency was due to availability in experiment

1, wewould expect the same increased cautiousness in the

target trials in the recent condition in experiment 2. That

is because, regardless of the change in time and location,

the recent drought events should be more salient in par-

ticipants’ memory than distant droughts.

A likelihood scale was added to experiment 2 to de-

termine whether increased cautiousness was indeed due

to an increased perception of the likelihood of drought

rather than lack of trust in the prediction. If the mech-

anism behind the increase in cautiousness was distrust in

the prediction, then likelihood ratings should not differ

systematically between the recent and distant condi-

tions. However, both other explanations—increased

availability or reasoning that the region was drought

prone—should be accompanied by a perception of in-

creased likelihood of droughts in the future.

a. Method

1) PARTICIPANTS

A total of 640 University of Washington psychology

students (54.3% female) participated for course credit.

The mean age was 19 years old (SD 5 1.58) and ranged

between 17 and 39 years old.2

2) PROCEDURE

The procedure was identical to experiment 1 except

that the 46 trials were presented in two halves. After

trial 23, participants were told that 5 years had passed,

the firm had expanded to a different continent and the

participant had been assigned a new set of farmer-clients

there. To emphasize this change, the virtual budget was

divided so that half ($500) was provided at the beginning

of the experiment and the other half ($500) at the break.

Budget amounts remaining at the end of the first 23 trials

did not carry over to the second set of trials so that the

two halves were distinct. On each trial, following the

presentation of the drought prediction, participants rated

the likelihood of drought on an unmarked slider with

the anchors ‘‘impossible’’ and ‘‘certain.’’ The stimuli and

design were identical to those in experiment 1.

3) RESULTS

The data summary procedures and analyses for ex-

periment 2 were identical to those used in experiment 1.

2 In this experiment and the next, we also tested the effects of

visual stimuli in a between-group manipulation, hence the larger

sample size. However, no effects were detected, and in the interest

of brevity we omitted this manipulation.
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(i) Cautiousness

As with experiment 1, despite the break screen

describing a change in location, participants in the recent

condition chose the riskless crop on a significantly higher

proportion of trials (M 5 0.43, SD 5 0.18) than partici-

pants in the distant condition (M 50.40, SD 50.17),

F(1, 636)5 5.58,p5 0.02 (Cohen’sD5 0.19), although the

effect size was smaller than that observed in experiment 1

(Cohen’s D 5 0.29). As in experiment 1 participants with

probabilistic predictions chose the riskless crop on a lower

proportion of trials (M 5 0.38, SD 5 0.15) than partici-

pants with deterministic predictions (M50.45, SD5 0.19),

F(1, 636) 5 21.52, p , 0.001 (Cohen’s D 5 0.37). In ad-

dition, there was a significant interaction between recency

and prediction format, F(1, 636)5 4.31, p5 0.04 (Cohen’s

D 50.17). In the recent condition, participants with prob-

abilistic predictions chose the riskless crop on a significantly

lower proportion of trials (M 5 0.39, SD 5 0.16) than

participants with deterministic predictions (M 5 0.48,

SD 5 0.19), t(325) 5 4.84, p , 0.001 (Cohen’s D 5 0.57),

although there was no difference between prediction for-

mats in the distant condition (see Fig. 4).

(ii) Expected value

In experiment 2 the effect of recency on expected value

reached significance. Mean expected value was signifi-

cantly lower in the recent (M5 $117.81, SD5 $8.15) than

in the distant condition (M 5 $119.06, SD 5 $7.57),

F(1, 636) 5 4.12, p 5 0.04 (Cohen’s D 5 0.16). As with

experiment 1, mean expected value was significantly

higher in the probabilistic (M5 $121.10, SD5 $6.33) than

in the deterministic condition (M5 $115.85, SD5 $8.38),

F(1, 636)5 79.29, p, 0.001 (Cohen’sD5 0.71; see Fig. 5).

(iii) Concern

There was a small but significant effect of recency on

concern. Surprisingly, it was in the opposite direction to

what one would expect. Participants in the distant

condition were more concerned about droughts

(M 5 3.27, SD 5 0.71) than participants in the recent

condition (M 5 3.16, SD 5 0.67), F(1, 636) 5 4.33,

p 5 0.04 (Cohen’s D 5 0.17). However, as with ex-

periment 1, participants in the probabilistic condi-

tion were significantly less concerned (M 5 3.12,

SD 5 0.61) than those in the deterministic condition

(M 5 3.31, SD 5 0.75) F(1, 636) 5 11.83, p , 0.001

(Cohen’s D 5 0.27).

We categorized the 46 trials into those in which

drought was predicted (i.e., greater than 30% chance),

and was not predicted (i.e., 30% chance or less), and

conducted a mixed-model ANOVA with prediction

format as the between-subject variable and drought

prediction category as the within-subject variable. The

results were similar to those observed in experiment 1.

Participants were significantly more concerned when

drought was predicted (M 5 3.62, SD 5 0.78) than

when drought was not predicted (M5 3.01, SD5 0.75),

F(1, 638) 5 380.21, p , 0.001 (Cohen’s D 5 1.54), and

there was a significant interaction between prediction

format and drought prediction category, F(1, 638) 5
80.88, p, 0.001 (Cohen’sD5 0.71). When drought was

predicted, participants with probabilistic predictions

were more concerned than participants with determin-

istic predictions (M 5 3.54, SD 5 0.86), t(638) 5 2.79,

p , 0.001 (Cohen’s D 5 0.21). However, when drought

was not predicted, participants with probabilistic pre-

dictions (M5 2.81, SD5 0.68) were less concerned than

those with deterministic predictions (M 5 3.20, SD 5
0.77), t(638) 5 6.83, p , 0.001 (Cohen’s D 5 0.55),

suggesting better calibration of concern among those

with probabilities (see Fig. 6).

(iv) Trust

As with experiment 1 probabilistic predictions in-

spired significantly higher trust (M 5 3.42, SD 5 0.80)

FIG. 4. Effects of recency and drought prediction format on

riskless crop choice in experiment 2. The optimal proportion of

trials on which to choose the riskless crop is marked by the hori-

zontal black line. The columns include standard error bars.

FIG. 5. Effects of recency and drought prediction format on ex-

pected value in experiment 2. The optimal expected value ($126) is

marked by the horizontal black line. The columns include standard

error bars.
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than deterministic predictions (M 5 3.18, SD 5 0.85),

F(1, 636) 5 14.08, p , 0.001 (Cohen’s D 5 0.3).

However, the effect of recency on trust was not signifi-

cant, contradicting the theory entertained in experiment

1 that lack of trust in the prediction was responsible for

the increased cautiousness in the recent condition. The

interaction between prediction format and recency did

not reach significance.

(v) Likelihood

Contrary to our hypothesis, participants in the recent

condition did not rate droughts as significantly more

likely than those in the distant condition, although they

made more cautious decisions. However, participants

with deterministic predictions rated drought as signifi-

cantly more likely (M 5 43.86%, SD 5 13.11%) than

those with probabilistic predictions (M5 33.74%, SD5
8.17%), F(1, 636) 5 135.12, p , 0.001 (Cohen’s D 5
0.92), perhaps explaining the increase in concern and

cautiousness among those using deterministic predic-

tions. It is also important to note that the mean likeli-

hood rating of those with probabilistic forecasts was

closer to the actual mean likelihood of drought (30%),

suggesting that they had a better understanding of the

likelihood of drought.

b. Discussion for experiment 2

In experiment 2 as with experiment 1, those with

probabilistic predictions made better decisions, in terms

of expected value, than did those using deterministic

predictions. In addition, they had higher trust in the

prediction. This may have been because probabilistic

predictions provided them with a better understanding

of the likelihood of drought, revealed in participants’

likelihood ratings, which were closer to the actual per-

centage chance of drought in the simulation. Moreover,

as with experiment 1, probabilistic predictions helped to

better calibrate participants’ concern levels compared to

deterministic predictions.

Importantly, in experiment 2 the increase in cautious-

ness in the recent condition persisted. This occurred de-

spite the change in time and location introduced prior to

the target trials, suggesting that the effect was not due to

reasoning that advisees were in a drought-prone region.

However, there was no significant difference in trust be-

tween the recent and distant groups, suggesting that the

overcautiousness is not attributable to lack of trust in the

forecast.

In addition, increased cautiousness translated into a

decrease in expected value, demonstrating that the ef-

fect has a negative impact on decision-making overall.

Once again, the predominant error was a risk-averse

error as has been seen in other work in which gains

are involved (Kahneman and Tversky 1979). Here,

participants tended to be too cautious and advised the

low-yield riskless crop too often. This error increased

when droughts were recent, decreasing expected overall

value. It is important to note, however, that the effect

size of overcautiousness observed in experiment 2 was

smaller than that observed in experiment 1. This may

have been because there were two mechanisms operat-

ing in experiment 1, a causal-reasoning process by which

participants deduced a climatic trend toward drought

(disrupted in experiment 2 by the ‘‘change in venue’’

message), as well as an intuitive availability heuristic

that persisted in experiment 2 despite the midexperi-

ment message. In other words, the larger effect of re-

cency in experiment 1 may have been a combination of

two processes.

Alternatively, the larger effect of recency in experi-

ment 1 could be due entirely to an availability mecha-

nism that dissipated over the time it took participants to

read thematerial on the break screen in experiment 2. In

support of this interpretation, and contrary to our hy-

pothesis, recency did not influence likelihood ratings,

suggesting that participants in the recent condition did

not consciously believe that droughts were more likely

than did participants in the distant condition. In addi-

tion, participants in the recent condition expressed less

rather than more concern. This issue will be discussed in

the conclusion. Taken together, these results suggest

that the recency effect observed here was due at least in

part to an intuitive mechanism such as availability.

4. Experiment 3

Experiment 3 was conducted to distinguish between

two possible explanations for the reduction in the effect

size of overcautiousness in the recent condition ob-

served in experiment 2 as compared to the effect size in

FIG. 6. Effects of drought prediction and drought prediction

format on concern in experiment 2. The columns include standard

error bars.
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experiment 1: 1) A combination of two mechanisms

were operating in experiment 1, a causal-reasoning

process as well as an intuitive availability heuristic

but only the latter in experiment 2. 2) an availability

mechanism that was strong in experiment 1 when the

target trials followed immediately after the manipula-

tion but dissipated due to the break screen in experiment

2 reducing the effect size. To distinguish between these

two hypotheses, experiment 3 was conducted. It was

identical to experiment 2 with the exception that par-

ticipants were informed, in the message delivered half-

way through the experiment after trial 23, that they were

in the same general region and in the same calendar

year. If participants in the recent condition were influ-

enced by reasoning that it is a drought-prone region,

then they should continue to be more cautious and the

effect size should be comparable here to that of exper-

iment 1, because the same circumstances prevail before

and after themessage.However, if participants had been

influenced by availability alone and it dissipated quickly

over the time themidexperimentmessage was presented

in experiment 2, we expected to see a comparable small

effect size in experiment 3.

a. Method

1) PARTICIPANTS

A total of 880 University of Washington psychology

students (62% female) participated for course credit.

The mean age was 19 years old (SD 5 1.62) and ranged

between 17 and 50 years old.

2) PROCEDURE

The procedure was identical to that of experiment 2

except that the message presented after trial 23, and

prior to the target trials, informed participants that they

were working in the same region and calendar year. The

stimuli and design were identical to the previous two

experiments.

3) RESULTS

The data summary procedures and analyses for ex-

periment 3 were identical to those used in experiment 2.

(i) Cautiousness

Unlike the previous two experiments, participants

had a similar proportion of riskless crop choices in the

recent (M 5 0.41, SD 5 0.15) and distant conditions

(M 5 0.41, SD 5 0.17), F(1, 876) 5 0.06, p 5 0.81

(Cohen’sD5 0.00). As in the previous two experiments,

participants with probabilistic predictions chose the risk-

less crop on a lower proportion of trials (M5 0.39, SD5
0.16) than participants with deterministic predictions

(M 50.43, SD 5 0.16), F(1, 876) 5 10.99, p 5 0.001

(Cohen’s D 5 0.22; see Fig. 7). The interaction was not

significant.

(ii) Expected value

As with experiment 2, participants in the recent con-

dition had a significantly lower expected value (M 5
$117.54, SD 5 9.16) than those in the distant condition

(M 5 $118.81, SD 5 7.53), F(1, 876) 5 5.59, p 5 0.018

(Cohen’s D 5 0.16). Again, participants with probabi-

listic predictions had a significantly higher expected

value (M 5 $120.46 SD 5 6.6) than participants with

deterministic predictions (M 5 $115.88, SD 5 9.34),

F(1, 876)5 70.96, p, 0.001 (Cohen’sD5 0.57; see Fig. 8).

(iii) Concern

As with the previous two experiments, participants

with deterministic predictions were more concerned

about droughts (M 5 3.29, SD 50.82) than participants

with probabilistic predictions (M 5 3.08, SD 50.67),

F(1, 876) 5 17.93, p , 0.001 (Cohen’s D 50.29). There

was no significant effect of recency or interaction.

Again, we categorized the 46 trials into those in which

drought was predicted (i.e., greater than 30% chance of

drought), and was not predicted (i.e., 30% chance or less

of drought), and conducted a mixed-model ANOVA on

concern with prediction format as the between-subject

variable and drought prediction category as the within-

subject variable. The results were similar to the previous

two experiments. Participants were significantly more

concerned when drought was predicted (M 5 3.58,

SD 50.81) than when it was not (M 5 2.93, SD 50.78),

F(1, 878) 5 562.40, p , 0.001 (Cohen’s D 5 1.6), and

there was a significant interaction between prediction

format and drought prediction category, F(1, 878) 5
65.11, p , 0.001 (Cohen’s D 50.55). When drought

was predicted participants were equally concerned but

FIG. 7. Effects of recency and drought prediction format on

riskless crop choice in experiment 3. The optimal proportion of

trials on which to choose the riskless crop is marked by the hori-

zontal black line. The columns include standard error bars.
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when drought was not predicted participants with de-

terministic predictions were more concerned (M5 3.13,

SD 5 0.8) than participants with probabilistic predic-

tions (M 5 2.73, SD 5 0.8), t(878) 5 7.84, p , 0.001

(Cohen’s D 5 0.53; see Fig. 9).

(iv) Trust

As with the previous two experiments, probabilistic

predictions inspired higher trust (M 5 3.33, SD 5 0.87)

than deterministic predictions (M 5 3.14, SD 5 0.86),

F(1, 876) 5 11.14, p 5 0.001 (Cohen’s D 5 0.230). As

with experiment 1 (but not experiment 2) participants in

the recent condition gave predictions lower trust ratings

(M 5 3.16, SD 5 0.82) than participants in the distant

condition (M 5 3.31, SD 5 0.91), F(1, 876) 5 7.03, p 5
0.01 (Cohen’s D 5 0.18).

(v) Likelihood

As with experiment 2, there was no significant impact

of recency on likelihood ratings. Mean drought likeli-

hood ratings among participants in the recent condition

(M 5 37.82%, SD 5 11.46) were similar to those in the

distant droughts condition (M 5 37.69%, SD 5 11.94),

F(1, 876) 5 0.048, p 5 0.83 (Cohen’s D 5 0). As with

experiment 2, the mean drought likelihood rating in

the probabilistic condition (M 5 33.89%, SD 5 9.37)

was lower, and closer to the actual mean drought like-

lihood (30%), than in the deterministic condition (M 5
41.66%, SD 5 12.51), F(1, 876) 5 108.59, p , 0.001

(Cohen’s D 5 0.73).

b. Discussion for experiment 3

In experiment 3, in which the break screen prior to

target trials specified the same time and region, the

overcautiousness effect in the recent condition dis-

appeared. This suggests that the effect observed in the

previous experiments was not due entirely to reasoning

that advisees were in drought-prone regions. If that had

been the case, we would expect to see greater over-

cautiousness in experiment 3 compared to experiment 2

in which a change in time and region was introduced.

Therefore, taken together these results suggest that

the effect of recency on cautiousness, when it is ob-

served, might be due to an availability effect that is both

intuitive and fragile in that it dissipates quickly over

time. The time it took to show the midexperiment

message, regardless of its content, may have been

enough to reduce its effect compared to experiment 1

in which there was no break. Before drawing firm

conclusions however, we thought it was important to

replicate the effects of experiment 1.

5. Experiment 4

Experiment 4 was conducted to attempt to replicate

the significant effect of recency on cautiousness ob-

served in experiment 1 by removing the midexperiment

break screen instruction. We also removed the likeli-

hood rating that had been added in experiment 2.

a. Method

1) PARTICIPANTS

A total of 298 University of Washington psychology

students (57.2% female) participated for course credit.

The mean age was 19.08 years old (SD 5 2.01) and

ranged between 18 and 45 years old.

2) PROCEDURE

The procedure, stimuli, and design were identical to

experiment 1.

3) RESULTS

The data summary procedures and analyses for ex-

periment 4 were identical to those used in previous

experiments.

FIG. 8. Effects of recency and drought prediction format on ex-

pected value in experiment 3. The optimal expected value ($126) is

marked by the horizontal black line. The columns include standard

error bars.

FIG. 9. Effects of drought prediction and drought prediction

format on concern in experiment 3. The columns include standard

error bars.
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(i) Cautiousness

In support of our hypothesis and the results of ex-

periments 1 and 2, participants in the recent condition

chose the riskless crop on a significantly higher propor-

tion of trials (M 5 0.44, SD 5 0.15) than participants in

the distant condition (M5 0.40, SD5 0.19), F(1, 288)5
6.09, p 5 0.01 (Cohen’s D 5 0.29). Again, participants

with probabilistic predictions chose the riskless crop

on a smaller proportion of trials (M 5 0.37, SD 5 0.13)

than participants with deterministic predictions (M 5
0.47, SD 5 0.20), F(1, 288) 5 27.03, p , 0.001 (Cohen’s

D 5 0.61; see Fig. 10).

(ii) Expected value

As in experiment 1, the effect of recency on expected

value did not reach significance. However, the effect of

prediction format on expected value, now seen in all

four experiments, remained strong. Participants with

probabilistic predictions had significantly higher ex-

pected value (M 5 $121.91, SD 5 $4.69) than did par-

ticipants with deterministic predictions (M 5 $114.27,

SD 5 $9.04) F(1, 288) 5 81.66, p , 0.001 (Cohen’s

D 5 1.07; see Fig. 11).

(iii) Concern

As in experiment 1, the effect of recency on concern

was not significant. However, as with all three previous

experiments, participants with deterministic predictions

were significantly more concerned (M 5 3.39, SD 5
0.91) than participants with probabilistic predictions

(M 5 3.11, SD 5 0.81), F(1, 288) 5 7.46, p 5 0.01

(Cohen’s D 5 0.32).

Again, trials were categorized into those in which

drought was predicted (i.e., greater than 30% chance of

drought) and was not predicted (i.e., 30% chance or less

of drought). A mixed-model ANOVA on concern with

prediction format as the between-subject variable and

drought prediction category as the within-subject

variable revealed that participants were significantly

more concerned when drought was predicted (M5 3.59,

SD 5 0.93) than when it was not predicted (M 5 3.02,

SD 5 0.91), F(1, 290) 5 130.17, p , 0.001 (Cohen’s

D 5 1.34). The interaction between prediction format

and drought prediction category was significant, F(1,

290) 5 39.56, p , 0.001 (Cohen’s D 5 0.74). While

there was no significant difference in concern as a

function of prediction format when drought was pre-

dicted (probabilistic: M 5 3.64, SD 5 0.90; deter-

ministic: M 5 3.53, SD 5 1.0), when drought was not

predicted participants in the deterministic condition

were significantly more concerned (M 5 3.27, SD 5
0.88) than participants in the probabilistic condition

(M 5 2.74, SD 5 0.86), t(290) 5 5.20, p , 0.001

(Cohen’s D 5 0.60; see Fig. 12).

(iv) Trust

Unlike experiment 1 there was no significant effect of

recency on trust. However, as in all previous experi-

ments, trust was significantly higher in the probabilistic

(M 5 3.42, SD 5 0.88) than in the deterministic (M 5
3.15, SD 5 0.90) condition, F(1, 288) 5 6.55, p 5 0.01

(Cohen’s D 5 0.3).

b. Discussion for experiment 4

In experiment 4, in which both the break screen and

likelihood ratings were removed, the overcautiousness

effect in the recent droughts condition reappeared.

Moreover, the effect size was comparable to that ob-

served in experiment 1. We hypothesized that if the

overcautiousness effect in the preceding three experi-

ments was due to an intuitive availability process that is

fragile and prone to interference, then it would reappear

in the current experiment in which the break be-

tween droughts and target trials was removed. Indeed,

FIG. 10. Effects of recency and drought prediction format on

riskless crop choice in experiment 4. The optimal proportion of

trials on which to choose the riskless crop is marked by the hori-

zontal black line. The columns include standard error bars.

FIG. 11. Effects of recency and drought prediction format on

expected value in experiment 4. The optimal expected value ($126)

is marked by the horizontal black line. The columns include stan-

dard error bars.
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in experiment 4, when all procedures matched ex-

periment 1 exactly, the increased cautiousness in the

recent condition was replicated. We continue discus-

sion of the implications of this result in the conclusion.

Importantly, once more we found that probabilistic

predictions were more trustworthy, allowed partici-

pants to better calibrate concern, reduced cautious-

ness, and increased expected value when compared to

deterministic predictions.

6. Conclusions

The research reported here had three goals. The first

was to determine whether people make more cautious

decisions following recent negative events in a con-

trolled experimental setting. Indeed, significant over-

cautiousness was observed after recently experiencing a

series of droughts, compared to when the same number

of droughts was experienced earlier, in experiments 1,

2, and 4.

Our second goal was to shed light on the psychological

mechanisms that might give rise to the effect of recent

negative events on decision-making. We entertained

three hypotheses about the cognitive mechanisms that

underlie the recency effect observed here: (i) droughts

weremore available tomemory, making future droughts

seem more likely; (ii) reasoning that the region was

drought prone; (iii) distrusting the predictions due to

experiencing more recent false alarms. The recency ef-

fect was reduced when the break screen in experiment 2

introduced a temporal and geographic change. This

suggested, initially, that the previously observed effect

was due at least in part to participants in the recent

condition thinking that the region was drought prone,

reasoning that was contradicted by the information on

the break screen. However, the recency effect was also

reduced in experiment 3 in which the break screen

described no change, contradicting the ‘‘reasoning’’

explanation. The fact that there was no increase in

likelihood or concern ratings in the recent condition

when overcautiousness was observed also tends to argue

against a deliberate reasoning process, which would be

expected to affect these variables as well. Interestingly,

in the one experiment detecting a significant effect of

recency on concern, the effect was in the opposite di-

rection to that expected, with higher concern ratings in

the distant rather than the recent condition, perhaps

suggesting a ‘‘drought is due’’ effect (see Grounds et al.

2018). In addition, we ruled out the trust hypothesis

because the reduction in trust in the recent condition did

not reach significance in two of the three experiments

in which overcautiousness was observed, including the

replication experiment.

Therefore, the most plausible explanation for the

impact of recency on cautiousness observed here is an

intuitive, automatic process that made droughts slightly

more available to memory immediately after they were

experienced and was disrupted by the information on

the break screens in experiments 2 and 3 reducing the

effect in those experiments.

Our third goal was to test whether providing explicit

uncertainty information reduces any undue impact of

recency on decision-making. All four experiments

indicate a strong and consistent advantage for pre-

dictions that include numeric probabilities. Although

one might suspect that these benefits are confined to

those with a university education, recent evidence

suggests that this is not true (Grounds et al. 2017).

Indeed, comparable benefits are seen among those

with a high school education or less (Grounds and

Joslyn 2018). Moreover, similar benefits are seen for

climate predictions among a wide range of political

ideologies (Joslyn and Demnitz 2019; Joslyn and

LeClerc 2016). In the experiments reported here, not

only did probabilistic predictions increase trust in the

prediction, but they also allowed participants to better

calibrate concern, reduced overcautiousness, and in-

creased expected value compared to deterministic

predictions. This suggests numeric uncertainty esti-

mates such as this can be used not only to promote

better decisions and greater trust but also to overcome

common biases such as the availability heuristic. A

summary of the overall results from these experiments

can be found in Tables B and C in the supplemental

materials.

Overcautiousness in the deterministic condition

revealed that participants were not taking the determin-

istic prediction at face value. They clearly thought, de-

spite the ‘‘no drought’’ prediction, that there was some

chance of drought, which led them to select the riskless

crop more often than was optimal and more often than

those in the probabilistic condition. Recall that drought

FIG. 12. Effects of drought prediction and drought prediction

format on concern in experiment 4. The columns include standard

error bars.
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prediction in the deterministic conditionwas based on the

optimal strategy such that, had participants followed the

implicit advice, choosing the riskless crop only when

drought was predicted, theywould have achieved optimal

expected value. Obviously, they did not. This result is

particularly relevant because the deterministic drought

prediction tested here is similar to the warnings people

receive for a wide range of real-world events, which

are designed to minimize misses by warning at lower

likelihoods. Because experts are often reluctant to trust

members of the public with probabilistic information,

they provide binary advice or warnings when the esti-

mated risk threshold of the average user has been

reached. However, here, unlike the real-world setting,

the probability threshold for predicting drought was

perfectly matched to the users’ optimal threshold as

specified by the goals and economic structure of the task.

Nonetheless, participants in the deterministic condition

did not tend to follow the implied strategy, perhaps be-

cause they did not trust the prediction. Indeed, trust rat-

ings were lower in the deterministic as compared to

probabilistic conditions in all four experiments. This is in

line with evidence that people are generally aware of the

underlying uncertainty accompanying ostensibly deter-

ministic forecasts (Joslyn and Savelli 2010; Morss et al.

2008). When uncertainty is omitted, people may simply

find the prediction less plausible.

Taken together, the results of these experiments suggest

that people can be overly influenced by recent events,

leading them to make suboptimal decisions in some situ-

ations. We address some potential limitations next.

One might argue that the effects of recency on cau-

tiousness may be overcome to some degree by exper-

tise (e.g., actual agricultural experts). Here, remember

that participants were university students, compara-

ble to everyday users, rather than experts. However,

there is also evidence that experts are susceptible to

many of the same biases as are laypeople (Kahneman

and Klein 2009; Tetlock 2017; Tetlock and Gardner

2015). Nonetheless, this work makes it clear that pro-

viding explicit uncertainty information can overcome the

recency bias, even among the nonexperts tested here.

Although there are many important differences be-

tween this laboratory-based experiment and real-world

weather-related or seasonal climate decisions, this ex-

perimental setting in which the critical extraneous var-

iables were held constant allowed us to establish the

effects of recency on protective decisions. Moreover,

this work also indicates that availability likely plays a

major role in the overcautiousness observed here, sug-

gesting that people may not be fully aware of the impact

of recency on their decisions. Thus, people may protect

themselves unnecessarily as was shown here, leading

to a reduction in trust for future warnings. On the other

hand, they may fail to protect themselves in other situ-

ations in which dangerous events are predicted but have

not been recently experienced. This is particularly crit-

ical in light of the increase of unprecedented extreme

weather events expected to accompany climate change.

This work has important implications for a wide range

of risky decision contexts such as finance, health, and

personal safely (e.g., identity theft), in which risk per-

ception may be unduly influenced by recent events.

Importantly, the results reported here suggest an effec-

tive risk communication strategy for counteracting such

effects. The evidence presented here suggests that nu-

meric uncertainty information gives people a more ac-

curate understanding of the likelihood of critical events

both when they might be influenced by availability and,

more generally, than do conventional deterministic

formats, and helps them to make better decisions.
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